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Abstract. The aim of the Shared Open Vocabulary for Audio Research
and Retrieval project is to foster greater agreement on the representation
of content-based audio features within music research communities. The
Audio Feature Ontology has been developed for this purpose as part of
a library of modular ontologies in order to increase interoperability, re-
producibility and sustainability in music information retrieval workflows.
The ontology provides a descriptive framework for expressing different
conceptualisations of the audio features domain and allows for publishing
content-derived information about audio recordings.

Intorduction. Due to profusion of digital audio content there is a growing de-
mand for vocabularies that facilitate interoperability between music related data
sources. This includes content-based audio feature data, which can be utilised for
various commercial and research purposes such as automatic genre classification,
query by humming services and many others. Researchers in audio and music
information retrieval increasingly use common sets of features to characterise
audio material, and large data sets are released for commercial and scientific
use. The development of data sets and research tools however is not governed
by shared open vocabularies and common data structures. Current formats for
describing content-based audio features, including standard as well as generic
structured data formats are limited in their extensibility, modularity and inter-
operability. This limits their ability to support reproducible research, sustainable
research tools, and the creation of shared data sets.

The Audio Feature Ontology provides a model for describing acoustical
and musicological data and allows for publishing content-derived information
about audio recordings. It was initially created within the Music Ontology
framework[1]. The Music Ontology has been adopted by researchers and user
communities, as well as the industry, including the BBC and its music website
(http://bbc.co.uk/music). The audio feature ontology subsumes concepts from
other ontologies in this framework, including the Event and Timeline ontolo-
gies. With regards to different conceptualisations of feature representations, the
Audio Feature ontology deals with data density and temporal characteristics[1].
However, its vocabulary is incomplete with regards to user needs within the au-
dio research communities as a number of popular features extracted in research
and commercial software are not supported.

Updated Audio Feature Ontology. The aim of this work is to foster greater
agreement on the representation of audio features within research communities
and to extend the Audio Feature Ontology. It may not be feasible however that
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a single ontology may completely represent the different conceptualisations of
the domain that exist in the research communities. For example, in some con-
texts, audio features are categorised according to musicological concepts, such
as pitch, rhythm and timbre, while in others the computational workflow used
in calculating the features determines the taxonomic hierarchy. The main scope
of the present ontology is to provide a framework for communication, feature
representation, and describe the association of features and audio signals.

Approach. In order to gain a better understanding of the domain and user
needs, a catalogue of audio features was first compiled based on a thorough re-
view of relevant literature, existing feature extraction tools and vocabularies, and
research workflows. The catalogue was created in linked data format listing fea-
ture objects and their attributes and serves as the foundation for a hybrid ontol-
ogy engineering process, combining manual and semi-automatic approaches[2].
This catalogue facilitates conceptual scaling of feature attributes to generate con-
cept lattices for Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)[3]. Concept lattices facilitate
the extraction of conceptual hierarchies and thereby can provide a foundation for
shared vocabularies. Subsets of popular features computed in feature extraction
tools can be queried from the linked data graph to help define the scope and
domain boundaries of the ontology. The catalogue identifies approximately 400
different features and significantly increases the scope of the ontology.

Conclusion. A shared vocabulary for audio features has the potential to in-
crease research interoperability, reproducibility and sustainability in music in-
formation retrieval research communities. Leveraging open linked data formats,
it provides a flat vocabulary to facilitate task and tool specific ontology de-
velopment and serves as a descriptive framework for audio feature extraction.
Future work includes developing specific ontologies based on the existing tools
and vocabularies, and updating Sonic Annotator, a command line application for
automatically analysing large audio collections. SAWA, an open access demon-
strator will also be updated to adhere to the revised ontology. Finally, Sonic
Visualiser, a desktop application for visualising audio features will be updated
to handle RDF files adhering to the updated ontology.
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